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The start of a cross-national
youth dialogue

About Forum on European
Culture

Youngsters from all over the world are raising their voices.
They hit the streets and speak up on social media, making
themselves more and more political actors that cannot be
ignored. At the same time they do not always feel heard and
taken seriously.

Forum on European Culture is the biennial festival for arts and
culture in Europe and was organized for the third time from 17
to 20 September 2020, when Dilara presented her open
letter to her fellow Europeans during the programme ‘In Search
of Democracy’ on a high school in Amsterdam.

Therefore, as part of Forum on European Culture, Dilara Bilgiç
(18) initiated a cross country youth dialogue. Dilara wrote an
open letter and started a search within the European
‘Generation Z’ around the question: In what kind of democracy
do we want to live? And what can we do to get there?

During this four-day festival full of art, culture and
conversation, international artists, thinkers and
audiences come together to envision Europe’s future.

This resulted in a series of letters from all over Europe –
from Latvia to Spain, and from Hungary to the Netherlands. The
letters are gathered in this booklet, together they create The
Gen Z Manifesto: In Search of New European Democracy.

Forum on European Culture is an initiative by DutchCulture and
De Balie.
Want to get in touch about the Forum?
Mail to: info@cultureforum.eu
More info: cultureforum.eu

“The Gen Z Manifesto is part of a collaboration
between Forum on European Culture, Dilara Bilgiç
and Jasper van den Berg from Company New Heroes
and as a part of In Search of Democracy 3.0”
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Youngsters of all countries, unite!
How do we create a democracy in which
everyone has a voice, one that will be heard?

Dilara (18)
The Netherlands

A politics class from a young age would help
to better understand how things work in our
countries and in the European
Union, so we can grow up to be informed
citizens, capable of making up our own
political opinion.

Leonor (18)
Portugal

It is especially important in these times of
the Covid-19 crisis, the climate change
crisis, inequalities and political
tensions that we should not fear anything,
but be brave enough to debate on these
intriguing cases and act humbly and
resolved.

Álmos (18)
Hungary

Explain and teach young people the different
political ideologies, a class in which
students could debate and analyze politics.

Bernardo (17)
Portugal

It is not our aim to create a completely new
democracy but to update the existing system.
Where we believe we must start is to become
stronger in our awareness of democracy and
the basis for strengthening this is
education.

Virag (16)
Hungary

Next to that, the existence and development
of effective school structures of
self-government are the unique opportunity to
build our desired youth community.

Nikolay (17)
Bulgaria

Lorenzo (19)
Portugal

The subject of politics is not taught in many
schools, teachers themselves
often don’t have any opinions regarding the
problem, not to mention many of those who
don’t care about making a change in the first
place.

Ineta (19)
Latvia

Besides education, the EU is the most
important reality involved with the fight
against climate change. It is crucial
that the EU becomes the coordinator in the
international arena and stimulates other
powers to follow their example. If necessary,
the EU should put embargoes on countries that
do not accept the measures.

So we have to disseminate knowledge and find
ways to implement education around
politics at schools.

Carolina (17)
Portugal

But let’s be honest also, governments
also need our help with this. In general,
youngsters should be more involved in all
sorts of global issues and situations.

Dirk (16)
The Netherlands
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Therefore, it would be a good idea to create
a committee of young people, aged between 15
and 18 for example, acting like consultants.
So, whenever a big decision is going to be
made, this group of youngsters can give their
opinion on the subject and maybe even
contribute to the discussion by proposing
some ideas of their own.

Defne (16)
The Netherlands

And of course, in response to our shared
question, ‘How can we create a democracy in
which we all have a voice that is heard?’,
all change starts small. It begins at home,
in thought, in reflection. It starts with
research, in wanting to know! Then, in
sharing, with friends and family, exchange
ideas, encourage to vote and warn of the
consequences of a lazy people!

Maria (17)
Portugal

Fellow youngsters from all countries, let’s
believe in ourselves and go to that gathering
you thought about but didn’t go because there
was nobody else to come with you.

Simona (22)
Bulgaria

We have a responsibility and an
opportunity to turn this unusual year into a
year of growth.

Feike (18)
The Netherlands

We, teenagers, can be the voice of change!

José (13)
Portugal

We,
teenagers,
can be the
voice of
change!
José(13)
- Portugal
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Dilara Bilgiç (18) - The Netherlands
Dear reader,
Allow me to introduce myself. I am Dilara and I am
writing because I’m concerned. Concerned about not being
heard. About being underestimated. I am worried about our
future. That’s why I am writing you, youngsters. Because
your ideas and opinions matter and deserve to be heard.
Nowadays we’re often considered as ‘not grown up yet’.
Take the climate change protests organized by youngsters:
many adults in the Netherlands believed that these
youngsters were merely protesting to skip classes, that
these ‘kids’ didn’t even know why they were protesting,
that they were too idealistic. But was it true? Is this
eagerness for change just a phase of life, a phase of
idealism, that we have to grow through? Aren’t we,
adolescents, mature or realistic yet? Or was their
hushing maybe a way to mute our voices?
Do we actually have the freedom to change the world? Are
we, adolescents, even allowed to give our
opinion about a discrepancy between what ‘is’ and what
‘ought’? Will the adults listen?
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between is and ought without ever giving up on either
one.(…) Keeping one eye on the way the world ought to
be, while never losing sight of the way it is, requires
permanent, precarious balance.” Neiman believes that we
should find a balance between merely cynicism, and pure
idealism; a balance between mindlessly refusing, and
mindlessly accepting.
The philosopher Hannah Arendt also emphasizes our
freedom to change the world. She states that human beings
have the capability to change facts, due to the
ability of imagination: “In order to make room for one’s
own action, something that was there before must be
removed or destroyed, and things as they were before are
changed. Such change would be impossible if we could not
(…) imagine that things might as well be different
from what they actually are.(…) Without the mental
freedom to deny or affirm existence(…) no action would be
possible; and action is of course the very stuff politics
are made of.”
The very stuff politics are made of.

Let’s go back in time: November 17, 2018. A new protest
movement was born in France: the yellow vest movement.
We stood at the cradle of rebellion: mass demonstrations,
online petitions, the blocking of roads and more. Were
these protesters too optimistic? Too idealistic? Had they
lost touch with the world as it was, as they were
focusing on how it ought to be?

I am eager to hear your ideas: what is your opinion about
democracy in your European country? What do you think we
should do to make the democracy feel like
‘our democracy’? To fully embrace the political system in
Europe? To make it a system in which we want to (and can)
participate? One built on trust? How do we create a
democracy in which everyone has a voice that will be
heard?

The American philosopher Susan Neiman advocates a
balance between what ‘is’ on one side and what ‘ought’ on
the other side: “It demands that we learn the difference

In one of the press conferences about the
coronavirus measures, the Dutch prime-minister Mark
Rutte said: “My colleagues and I, we find it very
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important that you youngsters will think with us, and
talk with us about your ideas. Because in the end, it is
about your future. Your ideas and your creativity are
needed right now.(…) Criticize, provided that it is
constructive.” And: “start the revolution from below.”
Let’s follow his appeal, shall we? Youngsters of all
countries, unite.
Awaiting your ideas and letters,
Best regards,
Dilara.

How do we
create a
democracy in
which
everyone has a
voice, one that
will be heard?
Dilara (18)
- The Netherlands
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Letter from Nikolay Nikolov (17)
- Bulgaria
My reaction to your letter would begin as follows: My
experience so far has shown me that motivating people
our age to spend their precious free time is not an easy
task. They seem deprived of the desire to take part in
the civil process in any way. Many of our young people
have not been able to realize the importance of being
interested, of being informed, of acting!
Yet, the world around us is not just an abstract concept
that is influenced only by certain people. Our future is
not a predestined space that we are not able to build
and change! Young people in Bulgaria form their point
of view under the influence of their parents, relatives,
friends - people who lived in other times, adopted other
principles, believing in other values! Yes, Bulgarians
are conservative in nature, but I would not say that this
conservatism can in any way be compatible with democratic
and European values!
Young people in Bulgaria need education and criticism of
the information provided, which are the most important
prerequisites for building a personality! Fake news is a
spectacular problem and the biggest obstacle facing our
society, but especially to young and uninformed citizens,
unreservedly trusting everything heard and said! If each
of us thinks that there is no way we can influence the
environment around us, that his voice is not heard, how
can we talk about change at all?
The recent protests in Bulgaria are an example of both
the declaration of the civil position on our part and the
publicity of all national problems and violated rules,
but also a way to distort the essence of the word
“protest”. The use of force, the disruption of peace and
the creation of disorder are far from my understanding
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of democracy and are not among the ways to exert
democratic change. I very much hope that this energy and
call for change will be channeled during one of the most
important means of democracy for me - elections! Why are
we protesting en masse, but not calling on our society to
all vote in the elections, to make informed and
independent choices - one of the steps towards the fight
against corruption and manipulation? Probably anyone who
did not vote would tell us that there is no alternative
in the election – and to some extent they’re right; there
is no informed choice and no chance for young people to
enter the government! This is exactly what my mission is
about – to build young leaders who enter national
political circles with an awareness of democratic values!
This is the first step towards change and solving the
problems Bulgaria is “known for” throughout Europe!
Dear Dilara, I call our generation “the Erasmus
generation”, because it is the Erasmus + program and all
such programs that give us young people the greatest
opportunity - the opportunity to exchange experiences and
practices, the opportunity to find a common vision and to
compare our viewpoints. The ideas, steps and
decisions we need to take as young people aimed at our
peers are aboutinforming them and calling for
opportunities like Erasmus +! Young people love to
travel, to meet new people, to have fun - the youth
exchange combines all this and gives the most valuable
thing - the motivation and inspiration that guide the
next steps on the path of youth activity. The next stage
is our work as missionaries in schools. The existence and
development of effective school structures of
self-government are the unique opportunity to build our
desired youth community. This includes the organization
of individual initiatives by young people who have
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already reached some awareness of civic participation;
through interactive games, events, dialogues, debates and
meetings with motivating personalities we can ignite that
spark that we need to act! In this whole idea, our
unreserved helpers are our teachers. The innovative and
interactive methods of formal and non-formal education
that they apply in education are the key to inspiration!
A year ago we created a youth council in the city of
Plovdiv, which unites representatives of student
councils - this opportunity allows us to work together to
solve problems, coordinate our actions and build a common
vision for our future. We will spread this idea
nationally as well. The Schools of Ambassadors of the
European Parliament are the other tool for achieving our
goals - an already truly developed community from which
we draw inspiration and strength, awareness and hope for
the future!
This is democracy for me, this is the Europe of the
young, this is the future of a United Europe!
Nikolay Nikolov, Bulgaria

Next to that, the
existence and
development of
effective school
structures of
self-government are
the unique
opportunity to build
our desired youth
community.
Nikolay (17)
- Bulgaria
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Letter from Feike Coppens (18)
- The Netherlands
My name is Feike Coppens, I am 18 years old and I come from
a small village in the Netherlands. I have been accepted at
Erasmus University in Rotterdam to study The Management of
International Social Challenges. These past couple years I
have been able to dig deeper into global issues and possible
solutions with my peers as a member of my debate club and as
a junior European parliament ambassador.

Dear Dilara,
My name is Feike Coppens, I am from the Netherlands and
I am 18 years old. I am writing to you because I believe
we need to appreciate our democracy and how this system
gives us our power and freedom.
Democracy in the Netherlands is undervalued. Her
parliamentary democracy allows all Dutch citizens to not
only be able to vote, but also to be able to stand for
election. Next to this, we have so many freedoms which
have become natural to us, but we must not forget how we
received these.
We have freedom of speech, freedom of religion and
freedom of information. We must be aware of them and the
chances they represent. We are free to say what we want,
to who we want, whenever we want to. We are also able to
go wherever we want, whenever we want to. We have the
possibility to research and educate ourselves. We are
lucky.
As I am writing this today, fifty countries are not free
according to Freedom House. This means those citizens do
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not have freedom of expression, live in fear of ethnic
cleansing, do not have the power to vote and the leaders
of their nations are not restricted to a term. Most of us
are not able to understand the fear that comes with
living in these conditions. Most of us are lucky enough
to not even be able to imagine the uncertainty these
people experience on a daily basis.
During the corona crisis, we have had the opportunity of
experiencing our freedoms being slightly restricted. We
were not able to go wherever we wanted, our educational
structure had to adapt and we were forced to wear face
masks. Clubs and restaurants were closed and our lives
were put on hold. The last time we were restricted this
way was during the Second World War, eighty years ago.
In the meantime, we take the privileges we relish in for
granted.
We have a responsibility since we, the youth, are the
future. We have a responsibility to our parents, our
environment and most importantly to ourselves. We owe
it to ourselves to finally push through, let everyone be
heard, understood, appreciated and given a chance.
We can do this by questioning everything and everyone’s
intentions. Ask those daring questions, start those
difficult conversations and do not be afraid to admit that
you are wrong, or do not understand a situation. But
never take that as a reason to stop growing. Keep
educating yourself for there is so much for us to learn.
Push for yourself to grow. Watch documentaries, listen to
podcasts, read a book. When watching the news checkthe
facts, find other sources covering the story too so you
can understand all sides, after which you can form an
opinion and discuss it. There are so many aspects to
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growth and making sure our voices are heard, all at the
tip of our fingers. Use your platform, your environment
and chances to share your ideas. Be open to discussion
about them, because that is how you learn and grow too.
If you make this growth, you are able to vote responsibly
or even run for office and make your voice heard and
possibly represent others who feel unheard.
We have a responsibility and an opportunity to turn this
unusual year into a year of growth. The time is now.
Educate yourself and challenge yourself to grow. Use your
time wisely and be proud of yourself for the growth you
make. We are all trying to help and that is amazing so
thank you. I believe in you.
Best Regards,
Feike Coppens

We have a
responsibility
and an
opportunity to
turn this unusual
year into a year
of growth.
Feike (18)
- The Netherlands
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Letter from Ineta Buivide (19)
- Latvia
My name is Ineta Buivide, I am from Latvia, a town named
Dobele. I have just graduated high school and am starting my
studies in Riga Stradins University to get a bachelors in
political science. I am interested in these matters and it
comes from a few years in my schools debate club. I’d like
to be part of a change.

Dear Dilara,
I have read your letter and would like to express my
opinion, and this is going to get a bit personal. But
first, allow me to introduce myself. My name is Ineta,
I am 19, and I come from Latvia. You have raised some
valuable points in your letter; however, I am
disappointed to admit that these things are not present
in Latvia. Many youngsters here do not know, understand
or care about these issues. Here’s why.
I come from a small town, Dobele. Only around ten
thousand people live here. I can count on my fingers how
many people my age actually care about politics,
democracy, even making any change in general. I don’t
even know how many of my classmates went to vote in the
European Parliament elections last May, because most of
them didn’t. The situation is not better in the capital
Riga, where many youngsters are not actively
participating in different political movements and
organizations, despite the various opportunities they
have been offered in comparison to those of us coming
from such small towns. As a post-Soviet country, Latvians
see things differently than people from western Europe.
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Any up-rising is considered a threat, whereas usually it
could improve the lives of those participating.
Moreover – the few people that are settled in the field
of politics fear rivalry, so they tend to sup-press any
adolescent work there. That’s why youngsters don’t stand
up for themselves and their rights. We don’t understand
the majority power that we have as well as how to use it
properly.
One of the main issues surrounding that could be
education. The subject of politics is not taught in many
schools, teachers themselves often don’t have any
opinions regarding the problem, not to mention many of
those who don’t care about making a change in the first
place. It is a question of values. Those of the few
bright and open-minded youngsters value matters
opposite to the ones who are just worried about passing
their classes and having fun with friends. Many don’t
understand the opportunity we have to make a change.
The solution to this issue we have in Latvia lies in my
last paragraph – we have to educate not only grown-ups
but turn the focus to adolescents. One compulsory lecture
every two weeks for the 12th-graders will not be enough,
but it could push them towards learning about the matter
and exercising their rights. Judging by myself – I think
youngsters would enjoy this lesson as few have started to
learn about the matters themselves. It would be a push in
the right direction.
To start any revolution, everyone involved has to see the
same goal and work for it; however,the things you have
risen against in the Netherlands have not been valued the
same way in the country I come from. Adolescents are not
grown-up enough, and we are not taken seriously. When
George Floyd was murdered, a group of Latvian youth
activists stood at the Freedom Monument of Latvia to
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mourn his death and support the Black Lives Mattermovement. Days later, the information about them was all
over social media and the news. All of the writing on the
irrelevancy of that and not understanding the more
significant issue.
There is still a long way to go before Latvian youngsters
understand the power they possess. Not only to express
themselves, go vote or have freedom of speech but to be
part of the change they could make. A few Latvians have
started to notice this, but there is still a long way to
go until Latvian adolescents take matters in their own
hands. It is possible in the future but not exactly now.
Sincerely,
Ineta

The subject of
politics is not taught in
many schools, teachers
themselves often don’t
have any opinions
regarding the problem,
not to mention many of
those who don’t care
about making a change
in the first place.
Ineta (19)
- Latvia
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Letter from Álmos Szalárd Rogács (18)
- Hungary
I’m Álmos Szalárd Rogács, an 18-year old Hungarian
secondary school student from a provincial town, one year
before graduation. I’m delighted to take part in this
project since I’m fond of history and social sciences.

Dear Dilara,
I was really excited when I heard of your project because
the current state of our political institutions in
Europe concerns me as well. Although you can see faces of
young people like Greta Thunberg and thousands of other
youngsters who protest and fight for causes they find
important while switching between news channels, I reckon
that there is widespread political and social disinterest
among young people.
In my opinion, one cause can be the false belief that
through the leadership and action of prominent activists,
all the young people will awaken and act similarly. If
you intend to have some kind of direct democracy you
certainly need a basis for your ideas among teenagers and
adolescents, that is as large as possible, thereby
igniting the spark that has already manifested in your
efforts, but not in theirs yet.
However, leaders and representatives, as my favorite
philosopher Rousseau asserts, are no functioning model
for any democratic organization. As the initiatives of
young people also show signs of the concept of this
direct, organic type of democracy, it would be necessary
to strengthen these aspects. By doing so, you can also
show an example for the whole society, since the lack of
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direct democracy is also a big concern for me in all the
countries of Europe.
In order to reach out to more and more young people and
to make them conscious about the issues that clearly
influence our lives in a struggle for a livable future,
the activity should be the keyword. Our generation is the
most ‘networked’ in human history and that is a great
source of power. Apart from the fact that you must stand
up for your ideas firmly, you should motivate your friends
and family and even publicly debate the issues and
solutions you want to convince them of.
Another virtue that I regard as important in general is
open-mindedness – which means that you are not only a
tolerant recipient of new ideas, but you also learn to
listen to other people who may share a different point
of view. Instead of representing your own points of view
desperately and exclusively, you have to understand the
contra-arguments while defending your opinion. This
means that you educate yourself but at the same time it
will end up in educating other people no matter which age
group they represent.
Education brings about long-term consequences and enables
you to enlarge the range of your ideas. Democracy also
means to me that you have the opportunity to discuss your
ideas with others thoroughly and you can make everybody
familiar with it, thereby establishing a big supportive
base. Unfortunately, nowadays I can’t see as many of
these initiatives as I would wish – either in Hungary or
in Europe.
As a Hungarian politician, the greatest democratic
thinker of our country in the twentieth century, István
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Bibó, once put it in words: ‘A democrat is the one who
does not fear.’ I reckon it is the most beautiful and
true quote on democracy that we all should follow. It is
especially important in these times of Covid-19, climate change, inequalities and political tensions that we
should not fear anything, but be brave enough to debate
on these intriguing cases and act humbly and resolved.
Best regards,
Álmos

It is especially important
in these times of the
Covid-19 crisis, the
climate change crisis,
inequalities and political
tensions that we should
not fear anything, but be
brave enough to debate
on these intriguing cases
and act humbly and
resolved.
Álmos (18)
- Hungary
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Letter from Bernardo Oliveira (17)
- Portugal
My name is Bernardo Oliveira, I’m 17 years old and a
Portuguese student at Escola Secundária Camilo Castelo
Branco. I like to participate in projects like this one that
makes me think and leave my Comfort zone whilst also
learning new things.

Dear European peers,
Portuguese democracy is in danger, as racist and
xenophobic ideas are now represented by a party that is
quickly gaining votes and threatens to become a danger
to Portuguese freedom and democracy. As in many European
countries - and Portugal is no exception - young people
do not vote, either because they do not know how to vote
or whom to vote for, or because it is a waste of time. On
the other hand when they vote, a majority of these young
voters vote based on what you read on social media
(increasingly based on fake news or ridiculous
proposals). The best way to combat this “ignorance” would
be with education, a discipline created to teach young
people the importance of voting, how to vote, and the
effects that voting can have on our lives, whether in
national elections or European elections. Explain and
teach young people the different political ideologies, a
class in which students could debate and analyze
politics.

Explain and teach
young people the
different political
ideologies, a class
in which students
could debate and
analyze politics.
Bernardo (17)
- Portugal
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Letter from Carolina Alves (17)
- Portugal
My name Is Carolina Alves, I’m from Portugal and I’m 17
years old.I’ll be applying to university this Summer.

Hello!
Allow me to make a confession: I was a very curious and
annoying child. My parents were great trying to answer
all of them, but they always refused to answer the ones
about politics. I
never really understood why. Everything they ever said to
me was that they didn’t care about that subject, and that
politicians were corrupt.

That’s why I think we, young Europeans, should take
action. We should use every means we have to
disseminate knowledge and find ways to implement education
around politics at school.
But how can we do it? We can create (and sign) petitions,
write letters to public entities and even publish
articles about this. Our voice is loud and should be
heard, you only have to take a step forward.
The change is in us. We are the future of Europe. So,
what are you waiting for?
Carolina

Growing up, teachers told me at school how important
living in a democracy is, and we learned the huge
consequences of not living in one. So I started being
more interested about this politics stuff and started
questioning my parents about it more and more.
Our generation was often told things like this. That has
spread ignorance and lack of interest around our precious
democracy amongst youngsters like me. We can see this
through the lack of young voters in elections and the
rise of nationalism across the EU.
With this, young people lose their voice, due to lack of
information, and that goes against the democracy’s
values: that it should be inclusive and should hear the
opinion of everyone.
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Letter from Dirk Schönhage (16)
- the Netherlands
My name is Dirk Schönhage, I am 15 right now but I will be
16 when you read this because my birthday is on September
the 17th. I go to school in Amsterdam, Het Amsterdams
Lyceum. I like to play football and hang out with my
friends.

Hello Dilara Bilgiç,
I read your letter and I thought it was very interesting
because I agree with the fact that youngsters should be
more involved in all sorts of global issues and
situations. I do have to say that I also think it’s very
necessary and normal that adults are in a more decisive
position. But I do want to answer your letter of course.
Democracy in Europe is very complicated I think. We all
know that democracy is, especially in eastern Europe, not
the way it should be. In a negative way. No one is
really acting up although we do know that in some
countries it’s just not nice to live in these countries.
But I also think it’s extremely complicated to control
every country in Europe and make them have a governmental
system that is correct in our opinion. After all we can’t
control their opinion. I also think that the role of
youngsters is limited in this case. Maybe when you live
in a country with a dictator or something the youngsters
could go out and protest. Maybe a lot of people would
follow and it would have an effect on the government. In
the Netherlands it wouldn’t make a difference
especially when Mark Rutte says we should do so. We could
come up with ideas to get out of this crisis sooner or
make it easier to live in and especially with the help
of social media that could have a great impact. If we do
things like that I think it will feel amazing because it
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would feel like you would really have a part in our
society and help every single individual, maybe even save
lives!
Now, I want to talk about the countries in Europe who
don’t have such a strong democracy as we have in the
Netherlands. To live in a country in which you do not
agree with the way the leaders of your country are going
about their business. It must be very difficult for
youngsters because they, of course, want the future of
their country to be promising and better than in their
current situation. I do think youngsters can have a
great impact in these situations because they can send
out a strong message to their government and I think the
government, or at least a non-corrupt government, will
take that very seriously because it is the future of
their country.
This is my opinion on current democracy. I hope it helps
and you think it’s a good response, thank you.
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Letter from José Afonso (13)
- Portugal
Name: José Afonso Ribeiro Santos Silva
Age: 13 years old
Occupation: Student
Nationality: Portuguese
Lives in: Vila Nova de Famalicão, North of Portugal
Interests: Sports (Especially football); Europe; Foreign
cultures; video games

Dear fellow Europeans,
My name is José Afonso, I’m 13 years old, and I’m a
proud Portuguese student. Although I’m still a fresh
teenager, I’m very interested in learning about issues
like democracy, human rights, politics and other
cultures. I’m aware that not all countries do have a
democratic system, like we have in Portugal. But what
many of you may not know is that the democracy in
Portugal is still young, we have been through a
dictatorship that lasted for 40 years during the middle
of the 20th century.
Nowadays in Portugal, as in most European countries, we
have the right to express our opinions to fight for what
we believe in, one of the main achievements of
democracy, but sometimes it is difficult to make ourselves
heard. Some teenagers like Dilara Bilgiç, Greta Thunberg,
Boyan Slat and many other more anonymous teenagers have
set the goal and made themselves heard all over the
world. They showed that we really have a powerful
voice and valuable ideas to share. We are not uniquely
the generation of YouTubers, cell phones, videogames… We
care about the world we live in and we know we have to
take action and influence the adults’ decisions.
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Take, for instance, one of the things about democracy
that annoys me the most: corruption. Democracy is
supposed to defend equality in access to healthcare,
education, jobs, justice, social services… But what we
most see these days is that corruption is growing even
bigger and, worse than it, it is becoming common and even
accepted by the majority.
Corruption unbalances society, making the poor layers of
society even poorer, and giving more opportunities to the
ones who know the “right people” or have the economic
power to “buy” places, positions in society, power in
general.
We, teenagers, can be the voice of change! We need to
stand up against corruption, by supporting victims, using
our clubs in school to discuss and make others aware of
it, joining in national and international groups and
organize actions against corruption. We also should use
every opportunity we get to participate in the
Municipality assemblies and even in the Parliament,
using, for example, the youth parliament sessions.
Small steps lead to great actions. Projects like this one
can raise awareness and motivate others to join us and
start making the change. Democracy is a great
government system, but it has some issues with it that
need to be fixed. It’s up to us to call the adults’
attention. We have the right to do it because we are the
future!
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Letter from Leonor Silva (18)
- Portugal
My name is Leonor Silva and I am an eighteen year old high
school student from Vila Nova de Famalicão, Portugal. Even
though I am currently studying Sciences and Technologies, I
aspire to study Law at university, and politics is something
I am very interested in.

Dear Dilara Bilgiç,
For us youngsters, democracy in Portugal can sometimes
feel like a structure on top of a pedestal that we can
never reach; or, as adults tend to put it, something we
are too young to understand and shouldn’t worry about.
But this is our country, our continent and our world too
and we deserve to have our opinions perceived as valid,
despite our age.
To make a democracy feel like our democracy, we cannot
settle for whatever is passed on to us, we need to give
everything around us (including the political systems
we’re surrounded by) a critical outlook.
Oftentimes we hear older people complaining that the
government doesn’t do a good job and raving about how
politicians are all corrupt. “What are you going to do
about it, then?”, we ask; “Nothing, I can’t change
anything.”
In Europe, almost every single member of my generation
has easy access to a phone, tablet or computer, and knows
their way around social media and apps like no other
generation. We are constantly bombarded with the reality
of what’s happening everywhere, and that is why the
balance between mere cynicism and pure idealism you
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talked about in your letter comes easy to us. We have
such complete knowledge of bad or awful situations that
we can’t deny their existence but also can’t feel at
peace when doing nothing to try to change them.
A democracy in which everyone has a voice needs to be
built by and for a group of people who do not fear
difference, a group of people that actually want to
listen; so, the first and most important step towards an
inclusive democracy is an inclusive society, because a
democratic political system is oftentimes a reflection of
the general population.
That being said, to make this new generation a fairer and
more accepting one, education is essential. I
believe that an educational system reform that creates
space for the changes happening in our society to be
addressed in schools would be highly beneficial to shape a
view of acceptance towards typically marginalized groups
of people. Also, a lot of young people feel incapable of
voting because they feel like they don’t understand
politics well enough. A politics class from a young age
(of course, adapted to the age of the students) would
help them to better understand how things work in our
country and in the European Union, so they can grow up to
be informed citizens, capable of making up their own
political opinions.
To make our democracy a system in which we can and want
to participate can be as simple as allowing everyone to
contribute. The reinforcement of referenda and
popular consultations, allowing the discussion and
popular vote on a wide range of matters would allow the
people to voice their opinions loud and clear. However,
there also needs to be an effort from the politicians to
bring themselves closer to the people and they can’t be
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afraid to admit that things are not going the way they
planned. Politics needs to be perceived as less of a
competition between people who have different ideas and
more like the coming together of a group of people that,
despite their differences, have something in common: they
want to contribute to a never-ending evolving of their
country or the EU, so that we can all move forward in the
right direction.
Best regards,
Leonor Silva

A politics class from a
young age would help
to better understand
how things work in our
countries and in the
European Union, so we
can grow up to be
informed citizens,
capable of making up
our own political
opinion.
Leonor (18)
- Portugal
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Letter from Lorenzo Salvatore (19)
- Italy
I just graduated from scientific high school I am now
attending Global Governance, a BA in Political Science in
English, at the University of Rome Tor Vergata. I was
representative of the students in my school where I
strongly promoted policies to reduce the mono-use plastic
packages. I was creating an important event in a south Roma
area with F.F.F. to involve more towns nearby. I am now part
of a youth association, Rigenerazione Apriliana involved
in social in my town. I am creating an online periodical/
community with the aim of depolarize the political debate
especially between the youngsters.

nationals’ investments in public schools. Why? Because
an optimized National School System would take a better
level of literacy between all the social conditions and
the consequent developing of a stronger critical thinking
which is fundamental in a democratic context, it is also
useful to stop the fake news’
phenomenon. It would take an heterogeneous environment
that stimulate cohabitation and integration between
people from different economical situations and cultural
backgrounds, the cohabitation is helpful to remove the
perception of a “caste society”.
Economical rights are Human rights.

September 15th 2020
New Europeans draw the new Europe
Our liberal democracies are sick and weakened by
continuous comparisons with authoritarian emerging
powers. To imagine new democracies, we need new
generations. In my opinion, to realize a brilliant future
for our continent we need substantial freedom for
every European citizen. This means more social
justice, and that means people who believe in the
democratic process which means citizens who join actively
into the political process of their countries.
The following points are fundamental issues which fight
for the future of everyone.
Same school, same opportunities.
The free accessibility to everyone at high-level schools
is very important. There is the necessity to increase the
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“We are what we eat.” - Ludwig Feuerbach
To guarantee the substantial freedom it’s necessary to
give to Europe and the Europeans a Declaration of the
Economical Rights. A contract associated with the present
Declaration of the Human Rights where on each article is
associated the minimum economical condition to
ensure that every citizen can effectively enjoy these
rights. We need a democracy where the life of people
matters more than economic factors.
Online coup.
Cambridge Analytica’s scandal shows us how fundamental
online activities have become for democratic processes.
The European Union has to increase its online
visibility and promote programs to make people aware of
the importance of their data in their everyday lives.
This is important to guarantee a clear voting process,
to marginalize the fake news phenomenon which contributes
to the polarization of ideas and weakens the constructive
debate. The lives of our democracies cannot be decided by
private companies.
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Preserve the environment to preserve the human species.
EU is the most important reality involved with the fight
against climate change. But this concerns the entire
planet so it is crucial that the EU becomes the
coordinator in the international scenario and stimulates
other powers that are mainly involved and if necessary
puts embargoes on countries that do not accept the
measures. From this situation will be decided not just
the future of democracies or economies but of our own
lives. I don’t want a government that does business with
the ones who are stealing the future of the new
generations. In accordance with the studies of the Scott
Polar Research, the melting glaciers process will cost
to the entirety of Europe a loss from 93 to 961 billion.
Strong decisions for a serious situation.
Youth’s voice.
We, as young citizens, must be aware that we can bring
about a change. We need to discuss the idea of Europe we
share, our ideals and our goals for which to fight. We
need to create an independent mass movement with strong
connection all across Europe, our example can inspire
other communities. For example, Fridays For Future, whose
protests are incredibly visible but not really
effective. So to be effective the protests cannot be
occasional. Our voice can be heard through peaceful
protests and events that goes on until institutions
accept to meet a delegation to discuss the measures to
contrast the phenomena that steal our future.
New Europeans draw the new Europe.
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Besides education, the EU is
the most important
reality involved with the fight
against climate change. It is
crucial that the EU becomes
the coordinator in the
international arena and
stimulates other powers to
follow their example. If
necessary, the EU should
put embargoes on
countries that do not accept
the measures.
Lorenzo (19)
- Italy
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Letter from Maria Coelho (17)
- Portugal
In addition to being a student, I dance and compete urban
dances at a school in my locality. I also participate in the
European club, at my school, and I am an ambassador for the
European parliament!
I live in Vila Nova de Famalicão, Braga, Portugal!

Dear Dilara Bilgiç and European peers,
I thank you in advance for the invitation to write this
letter, underlining the great importance and interest of
mine not only in writing it, but being able to reflect on
a complex subject such as the democracy of my country and
what I would change in it.
Adding first, that the challenge begins with young
people really knowing what we are talking about, or, if
they don’t, feeling anxious and enthusiastic about being
aware of the issue and the consequences that it will
surely bring to our future as European and world
citizens.
Portuguese democracy, European countries and all
countries in the world have recently been challenged with
Covid-19, as well as citizens’ confidence in these
democracies.
Each country is able to combat the public health crisis
in some way or another, even if this means making
economic and social sacrifices. The faith of their
citizens in democracy is based off of the functioning of
institutions and their reaction to this crisis could
affect these citizens’ political decisions.
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We are fragile in the face of nature, we are fragile in
the face of health systems, and also our democratic
convictions. More than the virus alone, it’s fear that
lays these frailties bare. People love freedom very much
until it seems scary. Then, they demand that they are
thought for and protected: “Take everything and take care
of me.”
We criticized and created internal villains because the
neighbor went to the beach, and we created external
villains like the irresponsible Chinese.
The logic of a fortress country, or of a people morally
purer than others, creates fertile ground for the end of
democracy, as a young and recent observant of the world.
The truth is that the love of freedom of the Portuguese
is fragile because it is also recent. The dictatorship
that occurred in the last century accustomed a large part
of our population to this submission paradigm. Some do
not love it because they still feel the marks of the
previous reality, others do not value it because they
have never lived without it.
I can also add our need to feel European, so that Europe
itself feels complete. The European political system is
struggling hard to end the problem of citizens’
disinformation and online hate messages. In these seventy
years of great achievements, we certainly have
confirmation of the benefits that we have enjoyed since
joining the EU. Promoting stability, security and
prosperity, fundamental freedoms, the rule of law at
international level and democracy.
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How can we create a democracy in which we all have a
voice? It begins at home, in thought, in reflection. It
starts with research, in wanting to know! Then, in
sharing, with friends and family, exchange ideas,
encourage the vote and warn of the consequences of a lazy
people!
Our capacity for indignation can and must lead us to
constructive actions, motivated by the refusal of
passivity and indifference. Refusing to be innocent in
such a complex world!
Knowing to say no, denounce, protest, resist, be
indignant! Disobeying what does not seem fair and which
undermines fundamental freedoms and rights!
Knowing to say yes, act, fight! Participate, responding to
a world we don’t like!
Basically, I mean it starts with us. Engage!
Maria Coelho

‘How can we
create a
democracy
in which we all
have a voice
that is heard?’
Maria (17)
- Portugal
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Letter from Defne Çelik (16)
- the Netherlands
Dear Dilara,
First of all, I would like to say that I am glad that
there are youngsters like you who are genuinely concerned
and would really like to do something to improve the
world we’re living in. I am Defne Çelik, a 16-year-old
Dutch girl and I am a student at the Amsterdams Lyceum.
It is such a pleasure to have the opportunity to
write this letter and think about our future, together
with everyone else who has decided to reply to your
letter throughout the whole continent.
I know that I cannot really complain about the
democracy in my country, the Netherlands, which is of
course known as a very liberal country. As you already
mentioned in your letter, our prime-minister encouraged
the youngsters in this country to take action and
participate more actively in political matters, but of
course I am of the opinion that there is still progress
to be made. For example, I think it would be a good idea
to create a committee of young people, aged between 15
and 18 for example, acting like consultants. So,
whenever a big decision is going to be made, this group
of youngsters can give their opinion about it and maybe
even contribute to the discussion by giving some ideas
of their own. In this way, we can make sure our voices
are heard. Just like Alfie Kohn, an American author and
lecturer in the areas of education and parenting, who
is considered to be one of the most prominent figures in
progressive education, said: “Students should not only be
trained to live in a democracy when they grow up: they
should have the chance to live in one today”.

as well. To make our democracy as democratic as possible,
their voices need to be heard as well. In order to
accomplish this, the government could implement a
referendum to measure the people’s opinion whenever a big
national decision is going to be made. Referenda take
place very rarely right now, and this number could be
increased to make sure that the people who represent us
in the parliament actually listen to what we have to say.
Of course, this cannot be done for every single law,
because that would be very chaotic and extremely hard to
organize, but for things that concern everyone, for
instance education, healthcare and climate change, this
could be an idea.
I hope that these ideas make a little sense and I hope
that you will receive many emails that can helps us to
improve our democracy.
Kind regards,
Defne

I also think that besides young people, there are a lot
of minority groups who are being ignored by politicians
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Letter from Imre Virag Janos (16)
- Hungary
DEM3.0: “When you can, want and consciously do
participate”

“Indeed it has been said that democracy is the worst form
of Government except for all those other forms that have
been tried from time to time.…’ (Winston L. S. Churchill,
11 November 1947)
The institutional system of democracy is built on
principles. These principles are sovereignty, the rule of
law, equality, the separation of power, human rights and
the freedom of speech. This system has existed for a long
time and we should not and cannot depart from its
principles. It is not our aim to create a completely new
democracy but to update the existing system.
In order to make this statement of mine a little clearer,
I would like illustrate this point with an example.
Microsoft issued its IBM PC-DOS 1.0 operational system in
1981. After nearly four decades today almost everybody
uses Windows 10. Several things have changed during the
40 years that passed between the launch of the two
operational systems. Windows 10 is much faster; it can be
used for far more functions. Despite the many
differences, there are features that have not changed in
40 years and I dare to say will not change even in
another 80 years. These are the core features of the
system.
This words
forget the
change the
the set of

may sound too idealistic, but we should not
right and the faith we, Gen-Z, have: we can
world around us and create a new one in which
“what we should have” dominates.

The elaboration of this system is risky, as its author
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will be subject to a barrage of attacks and we can
foresee that it will not be perfect. Just as there is no
human that is totally perfect, there are no flawless
systems. But this should not prevent us from striving to
make it perfect.
For me, Democracy 3.0 is the system update. The essence
of this should be that the society, in other words people
can participate, want to participate, and consciously do
participate in decision-making.

Can participate: The existence of democracy is evident in
today’s Europe. People can express their opinions at
various events. The representatives of the decisionmaking power make their decisions considering these
opinions and the executive power can implement these
decisions based on them. Such opportunities to express
one’s opinion are, for example, the Parliamentary
elections, the EP elections, referendums and, in Hungary,
the National Consultation.
Will to participate: Voting at elections or completing
the National Consultation are optional for all citizens
with the right to vote. To what extent people want to
participate in decision-making can be determined based on
the participation rate of elections (seems quite weak in
many countries). Our aim is to achieve that as many
people as possible should express their opinions;
therefore, one of our duties must be to refute the
sceptic views related to elections (“one vote doesn’t
count” – yes, it does count).
Conscious participation: The fact that someone
consciously participates in democracy means two things
for me: firstly, they know what they vote for and
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understand what consequences their choice will have on
their life. Secondly, they take part in controlling the
implementation.
The United Kingdom left the European Union. Since the
referendum, held in 2016, when British people voted for
exiting the EU (although only by slight majority), a lot
has changed. It is more and more often mentioned in the
international and British press that the British now
regret their decision and indeed they did not decide
consciously. Among others, Boris Johnson, the present
British Prime Minister, and his party did not attempt to
convince the British people using rational arguments.
The slogans “Vote leave” and “Take back control” gained
widespread fame before the 2016 referendum and although
they did sound impressive and aroused strong reactions,
they did not carry specific information as to how and what
the party promoting them wished to do. These slogans
failed to express either arguments or information
regarding what the party was about to do. These
sentences were intended to appeal to the emotions of the
British people, who had no chance to make a decision with
a clear head. But they did make the decision. Today in
2020 pessimistic feelings get stronger among the British
about leaving the EU, which clearly proves to me that
they made their decisions based on emotions and not on
reasons.

that present power holders should continuously inform
people about the fulfilment of their promises and ask
people whether the course taken is appropriate or the
direction should be changed. In my opinion, this is how
people could be brought closer to politics and make the
system much more transparent at the same time.
The political establishment is determined by the state
of the economies. In the era of Industry 4.0, knowledge
becomes the determining factor of production. Following
Industry 4.0, Democracy 3.0 too should be built on
knowledge. Democracy 3.0 should be about knowledge and
rational arguments and we must provide the background to
3.0 necessary to ensure that people do not make
decisions impacting the fate of nations on the basis of
slogans that appeal to their emotions. The basics of
Democracy 3.0 are partly in place: people have the
opportunity to express their opinions (e.g. at
referendums and elections) and we can claim based on
the participation ratios that more and more people take
part in these. Where I believe we must become stronger
is awareness about democracy and the basis for this is
strengthening education.

Unfortunately, people are only interested in politics
every 4-5 years (in the period of elections), which is
the period when political parties wishing to keep or grab
power usually bombard them with political issues. I believe one way of reducing skepticism related to politics
is that people’s interest in political decisions should
be maintained between the elections. One method could be
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Letter from Simona Valkova (22)
- Bulgaria
I am Simona Valkova from Bulgaria. Currently I’m studying
Political Science in New Bulgarian University.

Dear reader,
Have you ever had to take care of a plant? To find a
perfectly sunlit spot for it, water it daily, to look out
for any bugs that might threaten its existence. And when
you do all this you get to experience its aroma, colors
or fruit. Have you? It is hard but once you start to
notice what it needs to thrive it gets easier. I would
like to imagine democracy to be of a similar essence. In
order for it to function properly one has to be alert of
anything that may harm it and always take actions to
protect it. Right now Bulgarian democracy needs some
gardening.
My country is going through a period of uncertainty
resulting in mass protests in all big cities. It has been
more than two months since the first protest. People went
on the streets after a series of corruption scandals and
are demanding reforms for a more just government.
Although their demands have not been fully met yet
protesters still gather every single day.
Traditionally, young people in Bulgaria avoid being
politically responsible but it is crucial to take into
consideration the high numbers of young adults that are
there manifesting their distrust in government officials
and their call for change. Unfortunately the reasoning
behind their protests is questioned by people who do not
believe that youngsters possess qualities needed for
expressing valuable position on social and economic
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issues. Their demands and enthusiasm are met lightly and
with patronizing attitude. As if people from older
generations have forgotten that they too were young and
idealistic once.

Every community needs a self-aware and hopeful young
generation. That is why I believe that civic education
should be even more integrated in Bulgarian educational
systems than it is now so it becomes an inseparable part
of youngsters’ life. On the other hand, communities need
people with authority to believe in and to support these
young people. For this reason, we youngsters, should be
restless in our demands to get access to freely share our
ideas. But how can we do that and what should the initial
steps be?
As with plants, where one should know the specific
conditions that each requires to grow well, people should
be educated on how a government is supposed to work
properly so it is reliable and legitimate. Also what kind
of different democratic instruments exist that give
citizens power to be a moving part in the policy making
process.
Youngsters, please, strive for knowledge, educate
yourself and inform others when you stumble upon
wrongdoings. Vote, exercise one of the most important
democratic rights given to us. After that you are free
to demand change, to raise your voice in the face of any
irregularities in the system. Please, believe in yourself
and go to that gathering you thought about but didn’t go
because there was nobody else to come with you.
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Change comes foremost with change within our
perception of the world and our place in it. That is why
we, youngsters should acknowledge our importance in the
current process of renewal of democracy. Combined with
restless ambition to achieve a better future we are able
to demand real solutions for ineffective policies.

Youngsters
of all
countries,
unite!

Dilara (18)
- The Netherlands
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